CROWLE C OF E FIRST SCHOOL
Crowle CE First School, R|eplacement of Temporary Classroom
The School is situated at the heart of the Crowle conservation area at the junction of
Church Road and School Lane. The site fronts onto School Lane directly opposite
The Old Granary, one of the key surviving buildings from the pre 17th century
settlement. The view down School Lane is scheduled within The Conservation Area
Appraisal and Management Plan as significant.
Crowle Church of England First School was opened in 1864. The school has a
two storey element to the west fronting Church Road which would have originally
contained the schoolmaster’s residence. To the rear of this is the original singlestorey hall style teaching spaces with vaulted ceilings. A later (believed late
Victorian or possibly Edwardian) range forms a south facing projecting wing (facing
onto School Lane). Next to this is a small extension possibly circa 1920 containing
toilet accommodation. The Victorian and Edwardian elements are constructed in
mellow Worcestershire stocks with a plinth of dark blue/black Staffordshire bricks.
The main elevations and chimneys feature modest banding in blue and buff crisscross polychrome work. Windows generally are detailed in limestone quoins and
cills.

The buildings were extended to the rear in the late 1950s with the addition of a flat
roofed range containing toilet facilities and a library. A temporary classroom was
constructed in the mid 1990s and subsequently linked to the library extension. The
modular building had come to be in a poor state of repair and the decision was
made to replace it in more permanent and, sympathetic construction.
The only site available was that already occupied by the temporary mobile
classroom. The key requirements for the school were that the new space be large
enough to cope with the variable mixed age groups that are a feature of small
village schools, that the extension eliminated an additional change in floor level
created by the mobile, and that their self-funded landscaped covered courtyard was
reinstated upon completion. This space exemplifies the response of the users to
making the most of an extremely restricted site. The enhancement of this space and
the replacement of the canopy were therefore viewed as an essential feature of this
project.

The form of the building is intended to echo that of the Edwardian extension.
This has been interpreted as brick elevations constructed in imperial module
Worcestershire stocks laid in an English bond pattern with a contrasting
Staffordshire blue flush plinth. The windows are broken down into small modules
and detailed in cast/etched concrete dressings in a colour to match the limestone
quoins on the existing building. The roof is set at a pitch of 45 degrees and is
covered with clay plain tiles with a mixed colour range. The roof fittings are clay in a
blue Staffordshire finish.
The west facing elevation of the extension facing into the courtyard is provided with
a glazed gable providing light and ventilation from high level into the practical area.
This is achieved whilst presenting a more neutral appearance to the surrounding
properties on the northern boundary.

The new extension comprises a single space with cloaks and an integral practical
area. Allowing for circulation this equates to 68m2 of teaching space, connected to,
and at the same level as the existing library.
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